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Famous for their proven robustness, used by the elite Special 
Forces and unanimously acclaimed for their uncompromising 
design, MATWATCHES instruments are taking over new fields.
As if by magic, they are abandoning their black PVD uniform for 
“civvies” without losing an ounce of their authentic toughness. 

Type: All-field watch
Diameter: 44 mm
Waterproof: 200 meters / 660 feet
Mouvement:      ETA 2824-2 
Mechanical Automatic
Case: Stainless Steel 316L

Crystal: Anti-reflective sapphire glass, 
4mm of thickness
Dial and Hands: Superluminova BGW9
Straps: Three straps included 
(leather, tactical, rubber)AG5 CH SEA
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The « SEA, AIR, LAND » watches collection offers the unique feature of  
reversed screwed buttons. For right-handed users, these « Destro » watches 
are worn on the left wrist for greater comfort in the most extreme activities.

Evoking the natural colors in which they evolve, these watches, which are 
of very masculine dimensions, are equipped with straps in khaki and sand 
canvas or ultra-durable black hessian.
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«The universe of vast spaces»
AIR
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«Guaranteed robustness and reliability»
LANDTERRE

CHRONOGRAPHS
SEA – AIR – LAND

All - steel casing and bezel with a design as radical as a stealth 
frigate. Tri-compax dial with uncompromisingly tough life indicator. 
Strap in ultra-durable black tactical canvas. Waterproof  
to a depth of 200m, with Superluminova treated hands  
and index, the “SEA” automatic chronograph directly 
evokes the force of the oceans and the power of great 
yachts.

It could have been used to equip the pioneers of  
aviation.The “AIR” automatic chronograph will seduce  
enthusiasts of contemporary and past aviation. Steel  
casing, black bezel, Superluminova hands and index,  
this adventurer’s watch has a canvas strap in sand  
colors that directly evokes the universe of vast spaces.

The “LAND” automatic chronograph is to watches what  
the 4x4 is to the automobile industry: a guarantee of robustness
and a symbol of absolute reliability. Steel case, black bezel,  
stencil numbers, Superluminova hands and index, 3 hours life  
indicator and the unmistakeable look of an adventurer. For lovers 
of great excitement.
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«The force of the oceans»
SEA

AIR

Our chronographs are equipped with Valjoux 7750 and waterproof to 660 feet
www.matwatches.com


